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            Boutros AbiChedid, BEE, MSHP, MSEE  

                       boutrosabichedid@yahoo.com  
            http:/blueoliveonline.com/   
        http://bacsoftwareconsulting.com/  
      

  This document tracks the time I spent to design, develop and maintain Blue Olive Online Website.  The Website is 

written in multiple languages:  XHTML, CSS, JavaScript, and PHP.  Along with Photoshop CS3 (graphics and image 

editor).   

 Also this document tracks the time I spent to on the design, development and maintenance of the NEW Blue Olive 

Online Website.  The Website is written in multiple languages:  XHTML, CSS, JavaScript, and PHP.  Along with 

Photoshop CS3 (graphics and image editor).   

 The Website was hand-coded using 'code-view' of Dreamweaver.   

 This Website follows all standards required by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and by Section 508 

Federal law and by the W3C Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 1.0 standards for people with disabilities.  

 The OLD Website was extensively tested to display and function properly on multiple browsers, and multiple 

versions: IE6/7/8 (Internet Explorer versions 6, 7, and 8), Mozilla Firefox 3, Safari 4, Opera 10, and Google Chrome 

4.  Note: I could not fix the transparency issue in IE6 since I don't have a solid color background. IE6 display a color instead of 
 transparent in 'png' images, however in 'gif' images it displays transparency. But the image quality in GIF is bad, therefore I will have 
 to make a judgment call here. There is no work around it. There is not much I could do with IE6.     
 Note2: Also Opera has rendering issues with the scrolling (it behaves erratically). This is an Opera code issue and not mine. 
Therefore, this Website is best viewed with IE7/8, Mozilla Firefox 3+, Safari 4, and Google Chrome 4. 

 This OLD Website was tested to display properly at different screen resolutions: from 1024 by 768px to 1600 by 

900px, and tested at different font sizes from 10px to 20px. 

 The NEW Website was extensively tested to display and function properly on multiple browsers, and multiple 

versions: IE6/7/8 (Internet Explorer versions 6, 7, and 8), Mozilla Firefox 3, Safari 5, Opera 10, and Chrome 5. 
 Note1: I found a fix for the transparency issue for the PNG images for the buggy IE6. IE6 display a color instead of transparent in 
'png' images, however in 'gif' images it displays transparency.        
 Note2: AOpera has rendering issues with the scrolling (it behaves erratically). This is an Opera code issue and not mine. But for the 
new website it is minor. 

 The NEW Website was tested to display properly at different screen resolutions: from 1024 by 768px to 1920 by 

1080px, and tested at different font sizes from 10px to 22px. 

 All images and graphics were either enhanced, edited or developed from scratch using Photoshop authoring tool. 

 The Flash videos were developed using Flash CS3 authoring tool along with ActionScript 3.0 language. 

 For the NEW website no Flash videos were needed. 

 This Website has been coded with SEO (Search engine optimization) in mind.  SEO is the process of improving the 

volume or quality of traffic to a web site from search engines via "natural" search results. Typically, the earlier a 

site appears in the search results list, the more visitors it will receive from the search engine. 

 This Website has several hidden features. Just to mention two of them:      

  1. This Website requires, for some pages, JavaScript and/or FLASH. In case either one of them is disabled 
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  (intentionally or unintentionally) by the user, the proper warning message will be displayed.   

  2. 'tabindex' attribute  has been applied to all links and to the contact form.  This means that the user can  

  press the 'Tab' key to go from one link to the other, and to activate the link the user presses 'Enter' key.   

  Same thing applies to the contact form, press 'Tab' to go from one input field to the other.    

  This feature is required by Accessibility guidelines, and is especially useful for people with poor fine motor  

  skills.  

 The OLD Website is specifically styled for the Computer Screen and has a separate style sheet for print. 

 The NEW Website is specifically styled for the Computer Screen, projector, and handheld devices and has a 

separate style sheet for print. 

 This is a unique Website that is designed and developed for Blue Olive Online LLC. 

  Blue Olive Online LLC 

    http://blueoliveonline.com/ 
 The domain name registration and Web hosting: http://hostfolio.com/hosting/coldfusion/coldfusion-hosting.asp --- Bronze option 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

A New Standard: Search Engine Giants Adopt the XML Protocol  

In 2005, the search engine Google launched the Sitemap 0.84 Protocol, which would be using the XML format.  

A sitemap is a way of organizing a website, identifying the URLs and the data under each section. Previously, the sitemaps were primarily geared for the users of the website. 

However, Google's XML format was designed for the search engines, allowing them to find the data faster and more efficiently.  

Google's new sitemap protocol was developed in response to the increasing size and complexity of websites. Business websites often contained hundreds of products in their 

catalogues; while the popularity of blogging led to webmasters updating their material at least once a day, not to mention popular community-building tools like forums and 

message boards. As websites got bigger and bigger, it was difficult for search engines to keep track of all this material, sometimes "skipping" information as it crawled through 

these rapidly changing pages.  

Through the XML protocol, search engines could track the URLs more efficiently, optimizing their search by placing all the information in one page. XML also summarizes how 

frequently a particular website is updated, and records the last time any changes were made.  

XML sitemaps were not, as some people thought, a tool for search engine optimization. It does not affect ranking, but it does allow search engines to make more accurate rankings 

and searches. It does this by providing the data that a search engine needs, and putting it one place-quite handy, given that there are millions of websites to plough through.  

To encourage other search engines to adopt the XML protocol, Google published it under the Attribution/Share Alike Creative Commons license. Its efforts paid off. Recently, 

Google happily announced that Yahoo and Microsoft had agreed to "officially support" the XML protocol which has now been updated to the Sitemap 0.9 protocol and jointly 

sponsored www.sitemaps.org, a site setup to explain the protocol. This is good news for website owners, and an applaudable sign of cooperation between known competitors.  

The shared recognition of the XML protocol means that website developers no longer need to create different types of sitemaps for the different search engines. They can create 

one file for submission, and then update it when they have made changes on the site. This simplifies the whole process of fine-tuning and expanding a website.  

Through this move, the XML format will soon become a standard feature of all website creation and development. Webmasters themselves have begun to see the benefits that this 

file provides. Search engines rank a page according to the relevance of its content to particular key words-but until the XML format, there were instances when that content was 

not properly picked up. It was often frustrating for webmasters to realize that their efforts to build a website were left unseen. Blogs, additional pages, or even the addition of 

multimedia files took hours to create. Through the XML file, those hours will not be wasted, and will be seen by the three leading search engines-Google, Microsoft, and Yahoo.  

In a recent move Ask.com has now begun to support xml sitemaps and in an update to the sitemaps protocol it is now possible to tell all search engines the location of your xml 

sitemap by placing an entry into your robots.txt file.  

Sitemap: http://www.mysite.com/sitemap.xml  

To create your xml sitemap and keep the search engines informed of changes to your site try our free online sitemap generator. In addition to an xml sitemap our free sitemap 

generator will also create an html sitemap which you can use for your human visitors.  

XML-Sitemaps.com 18/04/07 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Accessibility is a critical component of web sites, enabling… 

 Effective crawling by Googlebot 

http://www.sitemaps.org/
http://www.xml-sitemaps.com/
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 Browsing and interacting on a mobile device 

 Understanding of content by the sight-impaired 
 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Telling Humans and Computers Apart Automatically 

A CAPTCHA is a program that can generate and grade tests that humans can pass but current computer programs cannot. For example, humans can read distorted text as 

the one shown below, but current computer programs can't.  The term CAPTCHA (for Completely Automated Turing Test To Tell Computers and Humans Apart) was coined 

in 2000 by Luis von Ahn, Manuel Blum, Nicholas Hopper and John Langford of Carnegie Mellon University.  

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Blue Olive Online offers custom web design and development. We make our clients successful by providing impeccable codes based on the latest web programming 

standards. Our work is not finished until it is fully tested and debugged, and in short “flawless”.  

You will find our service equally compelling. We only take on a few selected projects so we can give you our undivided attention from start to finish. As an extra we offer 

marketing expertise on selected topics such as solid state lighting and lasers.  

 

Specialties: 

Scripting Languages: PHP, JavaScript, ActionScript 3.0  
Markup Languages: (X)HTML, CFML,  XML  
Databases: MySQL, Microsoft Access 
Query Language: SQL 
Styling Language: CSS 
Design and Animation: Photoshop, Flash, Dreamweaver  
Content Management System (CMS): Joomla!, WordPress  
All codes work is tested on these browsers: Internet Explorer (versions 6 and up), Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome, Opera, Safari  
Administration: Compliance with W3C and Accessibility guidelines, Search Engine Optimization, Web Security 
 

 

 

********************************************** 
Total number of hours I spent on the OLD Blue Olive Online Website (details below) = 133.0 hours  

********************************************** 

********************************************** 
Total number of hours I spent on the NEW Blue Olive Online Website (details below) = 73.5 hours  

********************************************** 

              Total = 206.5 hrs 
 

Date     Time Spent (hrs) Description (mainly)     
      

Saturday January 16, 2010   1.75  Setup the domain for Blue Olive Online (http://blueoliveonline.com/).  

        Coded a temporary index file.  

Tuesday January 19, 2010   4.75  Working on Designing the Company Logo.     

      2.5  Fixed Photoshop freezing issues, it kept freezing at startup. Sometimes  

        Photoshop can exhibit odd/erratic/weird behavior. This behavior can  

        sometimes be overcome by resetting the Photoshop Preference file.  

        The file is at:       
      C:\Users\boutros\AppData\Roaming\Adobe\Adobe Photoshop CS3\Adobe Photoshop CS3 Settings\Adobe Photoshop CS3 Prefs.psp 

Wednesday January 20, 2010   5.75  Continue-Working on Designing the Company Logo and Business  

        Cards.  
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Thursday January 21, 2010   2.75  Working on Designing the Company Business Cards.   

        Tip: To install fonts for Photoshop only and Windows OS would not see  

        them. Add the fonts file in: C:\Program Files (x86)\Common Files\Adobe\Fonts 

        Tip: "Set output Options" for the bleed and how to print a Business card  

        from Photoshop. 

Sunday January 24, 2010   0.75  Working on the Design for the Company Business Cards.  

Sunday February 14, 2010   4.25  Working on the back-side Design for the Company Business Cards.  

        Finalized the design of the Business cards. Ordered the Business cards  

        from http://www.vistaprint.com/    

Tuesday February 16, 2010   3.25  Working on Designing Blue Olive Online Website. Working   

        on a Layout that is appropriate for a Software and Marketing company,  

        easy to navigate, appealing to the eye, and easy to read and follow.  

Wednesday February 17, 2010   1.0  Continue-Working on Designing Blue Olive Online Website.  

Thursday February 18, 2010   4.5  Working on Designing the template for Blue Olive Online Website.  

        Working on the HTML and CSS code for the template. 

Friday February 19, 2010     4.75  Continue-Working on the HTML and CSS code for the template. 

Saturday February 20, 2010     5.0  Continue-Working on the HTML and CSS code for the template. 

        Fixed IE6 browser related issues (image transparency and Quick  

        address block display). Note: the transparency issue in IE6 cannot be  

        fixed since I don't have a solid color background. IE6 display a color instead of  

        transparent. Using a Gif image will solve the problem but the cost is poor  
        image quality.  

Sunday February 21, 2010     5.75  Continue-Working on the HTML and CSS code for the template.  

        Working on a different background for the website. Redesigned the  

        Website by choosing a different color model. 

Monday February 22, 2010     2.75   Continue-Working on the HTML and CSS code for the template. 

        Working on the CSS and HTML code, and adding content for the  

        Resources page. 

Tuesday February 23, 2010     4.5  Working on the CSS and HTML code for the Portfolio page. 

Wednesday February 24, 2010     1.5  Adding content for the Portfolio page. 

Thursday February 25, 2010     2.5  Working on the CSS and HTML code for the Contact page.   

        Working on the CSS and HTML code, and adding content for the  

        FAQ page.        

Friday February 26, 2010     1.75  Continue-Working on the CSS and HTML code, and adding content  

        for the FAQ page.  

Saturday February 27, 2010     1.5  Continue-Working on adding content for the FAQ page. Converted  

        some of the images to GIF for IE6.      
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        Setup 3 email accounts for Blue Olive Online. 

Sunday February 28, 2010     2.0  Continue-Working on adding content for the FAQ page. Working on  

        the CSS and HTML code for the response page. 

Monday March 1, 2010     1.0  Working on the Redesign of the Website (this is the third Redesign for 

        the Website). 

Tuesday March 2, 2010     5.5  Finished the Redesign of the Website (Third Redesign for the  

        Website).       

        Working on the CSS and HTML code, and adding content for the  

        Welcome page. 

Friday March 5, 2010      1.0  Subscribed and Added 'share it' service (http://sharethis.com/) to the  

        Website. 

Saturday March 6, 2010     2.25  Working on the CSS, HTML, and JavaScript code, and adding 

        content for the 'About' and 'Services' pages. 

Sunday March 7, 2010      4.25  Continue-Working on the CSS, HTML, and JavaScript code, and  

        adding content for the 'Services' page.    

        Added Google Analytics to all Web pages. 

Monday March 8, 2010    4.75  Finished detailed Software testing of the Website. The goal is for  

        the Website to render and function properly on a computer screen  

        without any issues on all major browsers listed below:    

 Browsers are:  IE6 (as discussed previously IE6 has issues with png 

transparency), IE 7, IE 8, Mozilla/Firefox 3.6, Safari 4, Opera 10 

(Opera has a bug with the scrollbars especially when images are part of 

the content), and Google Chrome 3.  

Tests will be performed:    

 At different Screen Resolutions: From 800 by 600 pixels to 1600 

by 900 pixels. 

 At different user's choice of font sizes: from 11 pixels to 22 

pixels (medium, large and largest fonts). 

 With user's choice of disabling JavaScript. 

 With user's choice of displaying NO images. 

 Tested all links (W3C link Validator) 

 At 2 different screen dimensions: 14 and 20 inches. 

 CSS, HTML, and Accessibility Validation (W3C Validator, and 

also total Validator + Spell Check) 

 Tested all 'tabindex' properties.   

 Tested every Page of the Website with Yslow (YSlow analyzes 

web pages and suggests ways to improve their performance.) 

Registered the Website with Major search engines (Google, 

Scrub the Web, Yahoo! Search, and Bing), in order for the 

website to be found when keywords are submitted to the search 
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engine. The website always displays if the exact web address 

(http://…) was entered in the address bar 

Sunday March 14, 2010    0.5  Updated the Resources page. 

Monday March 15, 2010     2.25  Working on improving the SEO for the Website:   
      http://www.sbinformer.com/guides/marketing_your_product/articles/080819Top10SmallBusinessSEOTips.html 

        http://www.google.com/webmasters/docs/search-engine-optimization-starter-guide.pdf 

Tuesday March 16, 2010     3.25  Continue- Working on improving the SEO for the Website:  

        http://www.google.com/webmasters/docs/search-engine-optimization-starter-guide.pdf 

        http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9yKjrdcC8wA   

        Tested the Website with 'Google Website Optimizer'.   

        Working on the HTML code for the 'Page Does not exist'  (404 Error  

        code).         

        Visitors may stumble into a 404 "Not found" page on the website for a  

        variety of reasons:  1. Mistyped URL, or a copy-and-paste mistake  

        2. Broken or truncated links on web pages or in an email message 

        3. Moved or deleted content.     

        As part of the SEO:  Re-worked the content for the 'Home'(reason:  

        avoid embedding text in images for textual content, users may want to copy and 

        paste the text and search engines can't read it.) 

Sunday March 21, 2010     4.0  Working on improving the Website's CONTENT. Read a lot of  

        reference materials.  

Monday March 22, 2010     1.0  Continue-Working on improving the Website's CONTENT.   

        Registered the Website with DMOZ (open directory project).   

Tuesday March 23, 2010     4.0  Miscellaneous changes to the Website (Reorder menu links, add  

        content, footer changes, etc.)     

        Modified the HTML code of the Contact Page.   

Saturday April 3, 2010      2.25  Added the CSS code of the Print Medium. Tested the CSS code for 

        print  in all Browsers.      

Sunday April 11, 2010      4.5  Added the testimonials code (CSS, HTML and JavaScript) in the main  

        page . Optimized the Background image for faster download time. 

Wednesday April 14, 2010     1.0  Added background image for the Testimonial. Used Photoshop to edit  

        the next, previous and the background images 

Friday April 16, 2010      4.0  Added CAPTCHA code to the contact page. The objective of this code 

        is to prevent spam comments.  

Wednesday May 12, 2010     1.5  Setup and Added Google AdWords - Online Advertising by Google -  

        for Blue Olive Online for a period of 25 days. 

Friday May 14, 2010      1.5  Added/Edited content for the Welcome, Services and FAQ pages. 

http://www.google.com/support/webmasters/bin/answer.py?answer=40132
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Sunday June 27, 2010      1.25  Added 2 new resource sections to the Resource page.   

        Modified the JavaScript code (RegEx) to allow names with single  

        quotes (e.g. O'Brian).       

        Added the 'shopping cart' dynamic website to the Portfolio page. 

 

------------------------------------------------ START OF NEW WEBSITE ------------------------------------------------- 

(From now on, all the work is assumed to be for the 'NEW WEBSITE' unless I specifically say that it is for the 'OLD WEBSITE') 

Wednesday June 30, 2010     3.25  NEW WEBSITE: Working a totally new design for Blue   

        Olive Online Website. The content will be almost the same, and will be 

        improved/added when necessary but the look, feel and style of the  

        website will be different. Also there will be a new 'terms & condition'  

        and a 'sitemap' page, and the 'contact' form will be processed   

        differently, plus other features. 

Thursday July 1, 2010      1.25  NEW WEBSITE: Working on the layout of the New Design. 

Tuesday July 6, 2010      0.25  OLD WEBSITE: Added 1 new MINIFICATION section to the  

        resource page. 

Wednesday July 7, 2010     2.75  NEW WEBSITE: Working on the layout of the New Design.  

        The style will be semi-fluid.  The reason is that I will include the 'handheld'  

        media for the style. Therefore a Fluid design is not a good idea for handheld  

        devices, because it will be a one long vertical scrollbar. It is better to have a  

        horizontal scrollbar too in handheld devices in order to keep the integrity of the  
        design. 

Thursday July 8, 2010      5.25  NEW WEBSITE: Working on the layout of the New Design. 

Friday July 9, 2010      3.5  NEW WEBSITE: Working on the layout of the New Design.  

        Note: A Search box is not necessary for this website since it is a small  

        website, simple to find content. 

Saturday July 10, 2010      5.0  NEW WEBSITE: Adding content to the 'contact' page. Processing the 

        contact form through a PHP script will be done at a later stage.  

        Added content to the 'Thank you', and 'doesnotexist' pages. Added  

        code for No browser support for JavaScript or when JavaScript is  

        disabled by the user.  

 Sunday July 11, 2010      5.75  NEW WEBSITE: Added content to the 'about', 'FAQ', 'Resources'  

        and 'Welcome' pages.  

Monday July 12, 2010      7.25  NEW WEBSITE: Added content to the 'portfolio' page.   

        Working on the layout of the New Design. 

Tuesday July 13, 2010      5.75  NEW WEBSITE: Added content to the 'services' page.   

        Working on the layout of the New Design (XHTML, CSS and  

        Photoshop). Using Photoshop, I created 2 new images for the 'thank  

        you' and 'doesnotexist' pages. 
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Wednesday July 14, 2010     4.25  NEW WEBSITE: Continue-Working on the layout of the New  

        Design. Working on improving/adding content. 

Thursday July 15, 2010     5.5  NEW WEBSITE: Working on the layout of the New Design   

        (especially in the 'index' page).       

        Created a nicer design for ERROR messages.    

Friday July 16, 2010      3.0  NEW WEBSITE: Added content to the 'sitemap', and 'services' pages. 

      1.5  OLD WEBSITE: Fixed HTML coding error when JavaScript is 

        disabled (it worked like it was because the styling did not include  

        background, images, or borders). With the new coding it works on all 5 

        major browsers. Fixed the coding for the 'doesnotexist' page, so that it  

        styles correctly when the web address is typed wrong including  

        subdirectories. 

Saturday July 17, 2010      2.75  NEW WEBSITE: Adding content to the 'terms' page.  

Sunday July 18, 2010      5.5  NEW WEBSITE: Added content to the 'terms' page. Failed to fix the  

        Opera CSS scrollbar issue (This is an Opera Engine code issue).  

        Added CSS code for the print medium. 

Monday July 19, 2010     6.5  NEW WEBSITE: Improved content of the website. Working on the  

        layout of the New Design. Tested the Website on IE6 (including the  

        PNG fix-finally I got it fixed).     

        Finished detailed Software testing of the Website. The goal is for  

        this website to render and function properly on the screen and print  

        medium without any issues on all major browsers listed below:  

  

 Browsers are:  IE6, IE 7, IE 8, Mozilla/Firefox 3.6, Safari 5, 

Opera 10 (Opera has a bug with the scrollbars), and Chrome 5.  

Tests will be performed:    

 At different Screen Resolutions: From 1024 by 768 pixels to 

1920 by 1080 pixels. 

 At different user's choice of font sizes: from 11 pixels to 22 

pixels (medium, large and largest fonts). 

 With user's choice of disabling JavaScript. 

 With user's choice of displaying NO images. 

 Tested all links (W3C link Validator) 

 At 2 different screen dimensions: 16 and 21 inches. 

 CSS, HTML, and Accessibility Validation (W3C Validator, and 

also total Validator + Spell Check) 

 Tested all 'tabindex' properties.  

 When Website is 'Live', manually checked all internal and 

external links.  

 Tested every Page of the Website with Yslow (YSlow analyzes web 

pages and suggests ways to improve their performance) -- grade A. 
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Tuesday July 20, 2010      3.5  NEW WEBSITE: Adding content to the index' page. More Design to  

        the 'index' page. For now removed the 'terms' page until the content has 

        been thoroughly edited.      

        Put the new Website on the Server. Relocated the old website to the  

        'oldwebsite' folder.       

        Extensively testing the NEW and OLD websites for any rendering  

        problems.       

        Set a different Google analytics number for the Old Website, so that it  

        will be tracked separately. No need to setup a new account for  

        response-O-Matic for the old website contact form. 

Wednesday July 21, 2010     2.75  NEW WEBSITE: Extensively testing the NEW and OLD websites for 

        any rendering problems. Validated and Fixed links in Resources page. 

        Cleaned up code. Tested the Website on IE6.   

 Thursday July 22, 2010    0.75  NEW WEBSITE:  Added a Master CSS Reset code. See references: 
        http://www.fldtrace.com/css/better-techniques-for-writing-css-and-markup#more-779 

        http://meyerweb.com/eric/tools/css/reset/  

Friday July 30, 2010    0.25  NEW WEBSITE:  Added Custom Error Message for User's using old  

        version of Internet Explorer (like IE6 and IE5.5) 

Tuesday August 3, 2010    1.75  NEW WEBSITE:  Added new 'Ajax', 'Fonts, 'Character Sets' sections  

        and other references to the resources page.    

      1.0  NEW WEBSITE: Edited the content of the 'terms & conditions' page.  

Tuesday August 10, 2010   2.25  NEW WEBSITE: Edited the content of the 'about' and 'portfolio'  

        pages. Edited and Added the company's LinkedIn web address (also  

        edited and Added my account and Added Angela's account).  

Thursday August 12, 2010   1.0  NEW WEBSITE: Edited the hyperlinks of the projects in the  

        'portfolio' page. The reason is that I duplicated the 'projects' folder (the  

        relevant ones) from BAC Software Consulting website. Now we get a  

        better Google Analytics more accurate reporting on Blue Olive Online.  

        The drawback to this is: increase of hard disk space, and duplication of  

        work (any new project I have to put it in 2 places, any modifications I  

        have to do it in 2 places). 

Tuesday September 14, 2010   1.0  NEW WEBSITE: Updated the Resources page with new references  

        and a new section (BLOGS), (60
+ 

new references). 

Saturday September 18, 2010   0.75  NEW WEBSITE: Updated the Resources page with new references  

        and a new section (MOBILE), (11
+ 

new references). 

Wednesday September 22, 2010  0.5  NEW WEBSITE: Added 'Featured Project' button in the index page.  

        (FAILED since the page design did not look good.) 

Monday September 27, 2010   0.75  NEW WEBSITE: Updated the portfolio page to incorporate the SSL  

        website + other changes. 

Friday October 8, 2010      2.25  NEW WEBSITE: Re-Registered the Website with DMOZ for the  
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        second time. (Also re-registered for the third time BAC software  

        consulting). Miscellaneous improvements to the Website. A 301  

        Redirect from:"www.blueoliveonline.com" to "blueoliveonline.com" is 

        really not necessary (same thing for bacsoftwareconsulting.com). Set  

        the preferred canonical domain from the Google Webmaster's Central. 

Friday October 15, 2010    1.75  NEW WEBSITE: Added 'StumbleUpon' and 'Digg' icons to the footer 

        plus other changes. Other Miscellaneous changes.  

Wednesday October 20, 2010   0.5  NEW WEBSITE: Created an .htaccess file and added "the redirect  

        code ' #Rewrite www to non-www and index.html to / ". 

Thursday October 21, 2010   0.25  NEW WEBSITE: Miscellaneous changes to the website.   

Friday October 22, 2010    2.0  NEW WEBSITE: Changes to the Website as recommended in the  

        Google Webmaster's tool https://www.google.com/webmasters/ 

        Installed Page Speed Firefox/Firebug Add-on.     

        http://code.google.com/speed/page-speed/    

        Added Blog icon link at the bottom of the main page. 

Sunday October 24, 2010   1.0  NEW WEBSITE: Added delicious icon link at the bottom of the main 

        page. Added icon links for Digg, StumbleUpon, and delicious for the  

        resources page in order to create deep linking. 

Monday October 25, 2010   0.25  NEW WEBSITE: Added more code to the redirect file. Kept the  

        alias domain. 

Monday November 1, 2010   0.25  NEW WEBSITE: Added latest Blog to the bottom of   

                

     Total = 206.5 hrs  

 

*** 
From: http://marketshare.hitslink.com/ 

  Browser Version Market Share: 

 As of June 2010: 
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As of July, 2009: 

   
  

 


